Mh1210 wiring diagram

In this article, you can read the pros and cons of the product, how to set it up and where to buy
it. Now I am describing my experience with the WW thermostat, I tested about pieces of this
product and only 1 did not work. Read the pros and cons of this product. You pay from usd
even with shipping and you will get a stable device that you can set to high accuracy. The
disadvantage is Chinese terminal markers, you may be mistaken when connecting electrical
wires so read my manual below. Shenzen Meihanng does not sound credible but produces
cheap and good thermostats. The best use this MHW temperature controller is in the hatcheries
,incubator,animal care sensitive to the correct temperature. It is good in boilers for heating
water or in refrigerators and freezers. Before setting the temperature, you need to program the
thermostat MHW correctly here as manual:. H is heatin g. For example, if you set a delayed start
of 1 so when the temperature reaches the set limit, the temperature controller starts to read for
1 minute then the relay switches on. Is good options for protect cooling compressor. It is a
temperature difference if the thermostat does not have to activate the relay. Tempereture
controller showing actual temperature. I described it up in the tutorial-manual. Quick test of
functionality:. Everything is addressed except one very important factor: backup for
parameters. If I want to use this to keep something from freezing, I can set heat to come on at 35
degrees F and off at But if there is power interruption, then it appears from manual, that
parameters will go back to default of So then I have no protection from freezing, and my product
is destroyed, if there is power failure? What is the purpose of a controller with no battery
backup? The heater element on the warmer is watts and can i connect this controller to control
the temperature. The matter is that the MHW temperature controller does not have a transformer
inside, it is just a step down converter. That means the dangerous high voltage could be
present on temperature probe sensor line and the safety of your baby will depend on sensor
wiring insulation quality ONLY! Good luck! So it starts to cold down when the temp goes 2
degrees higher than the goal. Hi MhW has many version i recommend version from Ketotek.
Can you send video or photos with menu functions? I am trying to use a MHA. The model fed
with 12V. The reason for choosing this model was that my interest was to use DC at low voltage.
I would like to control a peltier module TEC I am using a transformer that feeds, then, with 12 V
DC providing 0. The problem that I am finding is that the peltier does not work. I would
appreciate if you could give me some hint. Hi relay is only for switching plus 12 cable split wire
by schematic.. I enter the menus but I cannot change anything, just the aiming temperature. Hi
marcus MHW not have lock but of course exist similar temperature controlers with lock check
back side near by power terminal , maybe have lock dip switches witch can unlock. I locked my
device by mistake â€” OFF flashes â€” and can not exit. What is the procedure to perform?
Thanks in advance. LLL means probe not connected â€¦maybe have bad probe please check
sensor terminals on some types temperature controller LLL means out of temperature range.
Dear Ivan! My question is: will be there any problem , if I change the V plug, and phase and null
lines will be replaced? I mean, in my equipment: 1 is phase, and 2 is null, for power V. Is there a
problem if I change them? Thank you! Is there a galvanic seperation between power for the
controller and relay output? I have a question regarding setting for on and off: I want my freezer
to go on at deg C, and go off at deg C. I tried but could not do. I need help. Poz kupio sam mhw
na kojem je na engleskom uputstvo. Spajanja ne na kineskom.. I do not know what happened
that I did not turn on the work indicator and I programmed it but it does not activate. I even
tighten the s and just turn on the s LED, not the work one. Thank you. Maybe device fail , most
pelope switch valueas H and C switch and cooling after this temperature not work. I do not
know why. The voltage of my house is V. I bought this dtc machine and connected it. Set the
temp. The machine and dtc is working but no distilled outcome is coming out. Hello, I have the
12V version of this controller. So I have to connect the 12V power source to terminals 3 and 4.
Many thanks! Dear Ivan. I got thermostat but it has already relay 10A and i need 40A. Can i feed
it through separate ssr and how? Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Skip to content. June 22, Ivan 33
Comments. Buy Now. Yours, Juanvi. Do you know how to unlock it? PS: it also came with the
wrong manual, so it is really difficult to find any information. Probably your temperature sensor
is the wrong type. You need a NTC type temperature sensor. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New
comments Search media. Articles Authors. What's new New posts New media New media
comments Latest activity. Members Current visitors. Wiki Beer Wine Cider Mead. Brewing
Software. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. Working help to mha. Help Support Homebrew Talk:. Hey Just got
my mha termostat home, but have many troubles with wiring, have watched videos and
diagrams but still I'm lost, can someone help me with a step to step for stupid people? A few

questions: How are you planning to use it? Are you building an external controller and planning
to plug in a refrigerator or freezer? Is Denmark a v or a v power grid and did you purchase the
correct version of the controller? Don't worry about the language barrier. Photos can truly
speak a thousand words. Im gonna use it in my keezer project, in Denmark we use w there is
some pics on eBay, but can also take some if needed link to eBay. What specifically do you
need help with on the MH? Attached is a connection diagram, it's pretty straightforward. Wire
the left side to a male plug, wire the right side to a female socket or outlet assembly. Plug the
male plug into a household power outlet, and plug the fridge or freezer into the socket or outlet
assembly controlled by the MH If they use twin pronged connections, omit the green safety
ground wire In Denmark we use both two and three plugs so no problem there, my problems are
with the wiring just reallised that my iPad have changed it to working when I made this tread.
I'm not sure, if we take the black wire it goes to 1 and the to 3 is that another wire that goes
between 1 and 3? Wow that one hell of a keezer! Looks really nice with the screen! The power
coming in goes to pin 1 one side of the relay and pin 3 for the internal power supply needs. A
separate black wire goes from pin 2 the other side of the relay to the outlet - this is the switched
lead that will go to your appliance input Will try again later to night. It looks like you've wired it
correctly - if that nylon thingie is tying all the blue wire ends together, and the cord that's laying
under its sibling is the feed to your socket. You need to make sure you've turned on the fridge
thermostat set it to Max Cool and then you need to program the controller. If you think you've
already done that, plug a lamp into your socket and see if that works You must log in or register
to reply here. Similar threads T. Replies 0 Views Jan 4, tiantzer. STC cool outlet not working.
Replies 22 Views 7K. Jun 2, gatomalo. ApothecaryBrewing Nov 16, Replies 6 Views Nov 16,
ApothecaryBrewing. Will this work to cool my ferm chamber? Replies 11 Views 2K. Mar 29,
flatulentfox. Would this Work? NAKA Jul 30, Replies 5 Views 1K. Jul 31, Schlenkerla. Latest
posts. General Homebrew Discussion. Latest: TonyKZ1 7 minutes ago. Beginners Beer Brewing
Forum. Brand new brewer Latest: 3 Dawg Night 8 minutes ago. Tapcooler counter pressure
bottle filler Latest: NTexBrewer 9 minutes ago. Electric Brewing. Cold crashing using CO2 to
avoid oxygen back? Fermzilla style fermenter. Latest: Panderson1 15 minutes ago. Dodge
Alternator Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified satisfactory pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the faculty and signal friends in the middle of the devices. A wiring diagram usually
gives guidance practically the relative direction and contract of devices and terminals on the
devices, to encourage in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would put on an
act more detail of the beast appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic
notation to play up interconnections on top of being appearance. A wiring diagram is often used
to troubleshoot problems and to create certain that every the contacts have been made and that
anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams conduct yourself the approximate locations
and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and permanent electrical services in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use all right symbols for wiring
devices, usually every other from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols
not on your own take steps where something is to be installed, but also what type of device is
visceral installed. For example, a surface ceiling lighthearted is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling spacious has a substitute symbol, and a surface fluorescent light has
substitute symbol. Each type of switch has a swing fable and therefore complete the various
outlets. There are symbols that play-act the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime,
and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority
to espouse connection of the quarters to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams
will afterward count panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for
special services such as flare alarm or closed circuit television or new special services.
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s above the set temperature. Press the SET button briefly to access the trip temperature. Use
the up and down buttons to adjust it while it is flashing. The flashing will stop and the new
temperature will be applied a few seconds after your last button press. Use the up and down
buttons to toggle it to the required mode, then press SET again to save the new mode. Note:
Cool mode is the one you want for controlling a fan turns on above the set temperature. Heat
mode is for controlling a heater turns on below the set temperature. This is the difference
between the temperature the output turns on and off at. Use the up and down buttons to adjust
it to your requirements, then press SET again to save the new range. I was looking for a cheap
temperature controller that would work on a 12V DC supply. You can connect the red and blue
wires either way around. Slew Range: This is the difference between the temperature the output
turns on and off at. Other: See the user manual for other features.

